Abstract. Hierarchical neural networks show many benefits when employed for classification problems even when only simple methods analogous to decision trees are used to retrieve the classification result. More complex ways of evaluating the hierarchy output that take into account the complete information the hierarchy provides yield improved classification results. Due to the hierarchical output space decomposition that is inherent to hierarchical neural networks the usage of DempsterShafer evidence theory suggests itself as it allows for the representation of evidence at different levels of abstraction. Moreover, it provides the possibility to differentiate between uncertainty and ignorance. The proposed approach has been evaluated using three different data sets and showed consistently improved classification results compared to the simple decision-tree-like retrieval method.
Introduction
Hierarchical neural networks have proven suitable for pattern recognition and show many benefits when applied to classification problems of various kind [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Simple evaluation strategies like retrieving the accumulated classification result in a decision-tree-like manner yield good classification results. Despite all the advantages this simple method features, such as rather short classification time and availability of intermediate results, a major disadvantage is the missing ability to correct misclassifications that occur at higher levels of the hierarchy. Hence it would be beneficial not only to take a single path within the hierarchy into account but to consider all classifiers of the hierarchy.
Due to the inherent characteristics of the hierarchy there are several constraints such a comprehensive evaluation approach should meet. The classifier hierarchy naturally provides a hierarchical class grouping, i.e. the individual classifiers provide results for not necessarily single classes but sets of classes. Thus the evaluation method should provide means of dealing with information provided at different levels of abstraction without enforcing to assign information at a more detailed level than is justified. Moreover, attributed to the fact, that not all classifiers within the hierarchy provide information about all classes, but only deal with a specific subset of classes, there must be a possibility to state that a given sample belongs to an unknown class. Therefore it is necessary that the eligible approach offers a possibility to represent lack of knowledge and doubt.
Taking this into consideration the Dempster-Shafer evidence theory seems to be applicable as it fulfills the above mentioned constraints.
Method
In the following hierarchical neural networks are introduced. This includes the generation of the classifier hierarchies as well as the training of the hierarchy. Furthermore, two methods for hierarchy evaluation are presented: a simple decisiontree-like method and a more complex method based on Dempster-Shafer evidence theory. The proposed evidence theoretic approach only concerns the hierarchy evaluation. The hierarchy generation and training is the same for both methods.
Dempster-Shafer Evidence Theory
Dempster-Shafer evidence theory [6] [7] is a mathematical theory of evidence and plausibility reasoning. It provides means of representing and combining measures of evidence. Major advantages of this theory are the ability to discriminate between ignorance and uncertainty, the ability to easily represent evidence at different levels of abstraction and the possibility to combine evidence from different sources. In the following the basic concepts of the Dempster-Shafer evidence theory are briefly explained.
Let Ω be a finite set of q mutually exclusive atomic hypotheses Ω = {θ 1 , ..., θ q } called the frame of discernment representing the universe of discourse and let 2 Ω denote the power set of Ω. A basic probability assignment or mass function m over a frame of discernment Ω is a function m : 2 Ω → [0, 1] that satisfies the following two conditions:
The mass m(A) specifies the belief in hypothesis A which does not need to be atomic, but can be a set of atomic hypothesis. In that case m(A) reflects ignorance as it is not possible to further subdivide the belief in A among the subsets of A. Thus the mass m(A) specifies the degree of belief that is assigned to exactly the set A ⊆ Ω and not to any subset of A.
With m being a basic probability assignment the belief function Bel : 2 Ω → [0, 1] is defined as follows:
If m is a basic probability assignment the plausibility function P l : 2
Two basic probability assignments m 1 and m 2 from two independent sources can be combined via Dempster's combination rule, the so called orthogonal sum m 1,2 = m 1 ⊕ m 2 which is defined as:
where K is a measure for the conflict between the two sources. The conflict K is defined as:
The orthogonal sum m 1 ⊕ m 2 does only exists if K = 0 and the result m 1,2 is then a basic probability assignment. Otherwise the two sources are said to be totally contradictory.
Within the transferable belief model [8] positive masses can be assigned to the empty set ∅ entailing unnormalised belief functions [9] :
A high value for the mass of the empty set ∅ indicates a high conflict between the sources.
Hierarchical Neural Networks
Hierarchial neural networks consist of serval simple neural networks that are hierarchically organised. Thus the nodes within the hierarchy represent individual neural classifiers.
The basic idea of hierarchical neural networks is the hierarchical decomposition of a complex classification problem into several less complex ones. This yields hierarchical class groupings splitting the decision process into multiple steps exploiting rough to fine classification. The hierarchy emerges from recursive partitioning of the original set of classes C into several disjoint subsets C i until the subsets consisting of single classes result. C i is the subset of classes to be classified by node i, where i is a recursively composed index reflecting the path from the root node to node i. The subset C i of node i is decomposed into
The total set of classes C 0 = C is assigned to the root node. Consequently nodes at higher levels of the hierarchy classify between larger subsets of classes whereas nodes at the lowest level discriminate between single classes. This divide-and-conquer strategy yields several simple classifiers, that are more easily manageable, instead of one extensive classifier. These simple classifiers can be amended much more easily to the decomposed simple classification tasks than one classifier could be adapted to the original complex classification task. Furthermore different feature types X i are used within the hierarchy. For each classification task the feature type that allows for the best discrimination is chosen. An example of such a hierarchy is shown in figure 1 .
Hierarchy Generation. The hierarchy is generated by unsupervised k-means clustering. In order to decompose the set of classes C i assigned to one node i into s i disjoint subsets a k-means clustering is performed with all data points {x μ ∈ X i |t μ ∈ C i } belonging to these classes. Depending on the distribution of the classes across the k-means clusters s i disjoint subsets C i,j are formed. One successor node j corresponds to each subset. For each successor node j again a k-means clustering is performed to further decompose the corresponding subset C i,j . The k-means clustering is performed for each feature type. The different clusterings are evaluated and the clusterings which group data according to their class labels are preferred. Since the k-means algorithm depends on the initialisation of the clusters, k-means clustering is performed several times per feature type. In this study the number of k-means clustering runs per feature type was 10.
The number of clusters k must be at least the number of successor nodes or the number of subsets s respectively but can also exceed this number. If the number of clusters is higher than the number of successor nodes, several clusters are grouped together so that the number of groups equals the number of successor nodes. All possible groupings are evaluated. In the following all equations only refer to clusterings for reasons of simplicity, i.e. the number of clusters k equals the number of successor nodes s. A valuation function is used to rate the clusterings or groupings respectively. The valuation function prefers clusterings that group data according to their class labels. Clusterings where data is uniformly distributed across clusters notwithstanding their class labels receive low ratings. Furthermore clusterings are preferred which evenly divide the classes. Thus the valuation function rewards unambiguity regarding the class affiliation of the data assigned to a prototype as well as uniform distribution regarding the number of data points assigned to each prototype.
The valuation function V (p) consists of two terms regulated by a scaling parameter λ > 0. The first term E(p) calculates the entropy of the distribution of each class across the different clusters. This accounts for unambiguous distribution of the data considering the corresponding classes. The term E(p) becomes minimal if it is ensured for all classes that all data belonging to one class is indeed assigned to one cluster. It becomes maximal if all data belonging to one class is uniformly distributed across all clusters. The second term D(p) computes the deviation from the uniform distribution. This term becomes minimal if each cluster is assigned the same number of data points. This allows for the even division of the classes into subsets. During the hierarchy generation phase we are looking for clusterings that minimise the valuation function V (p). The influence of the respective term is regulated by the scaling parameter λ. Both terms are normalised so that they return values in the interval [0, 1]. The valuation function V (p) is given by
where
denoting the rate of patterns from class i, that belong to cluster j.
..,k x − z i } denotes the Voronoi cell defined by cluster j and Z j = R j X is the set of data points that were assigned to cluster j. The center of cluster i is z i . The best clustering, i.e. the one that minimises the valuation function V (p), is chosen and used for determining the division of the set of classes into subsets. Moreover this also determines which feature type will be used for the corresponding classifier. So each classifier within the hierarchy can potentially use its own feature type. To identify which classes will be added to which subset the distribution of the data across the clusters is considered. The division in subsets C j is carried out by maximum detection. The set of classes belonging to subset C j is defined as
denotes the rate of class i in cluster j. For each class it is determined to which cluster j * the majority of data points belonging to this class were associated. The class label will then be added to the corresponding subset C j * .
To generate the hierarchy at first the set of all classes is assigned to the root node. Starting with a clustering on the complete data set the set of classes is divided into subsets. Each subset is assigned to a successor node of the root node. Now the decomposition of the subsets is continued until no further decomposition is possible or until the decomposition does not lead to a new division. An example of a classification hierarchy is shown in figure 1. Fig. 1 . Classifier hierarchy generated for the classification of 10 classes. Each node within the hierarchy represents a neural network which is used as a classifier. The end nodes represent classes. To each node a feature type and a set of classes are assigned. The corresponding neural network uses the assigned feature type to discriminate between the assigned classes. The highlighted path (in grey) shows the nodes activated during the classification of a sample that is classified as class 8.
Training and Classification. The hierarchy is trained by separately training the individual classifiers with the data {x μ ∈ X i |t μ ∈ C i } that belong to the subsets of classes assigned to each classifier. For the training the respective feature type X i identified during the hierarchy generation phase is used. The data will be relabelled so that all data points of the classes belonging to one subset C i,j have the same label j, i.e.t μ = j, x μ ∈ X i , t μ ∈ C i,j . The number of input neurons of the single classifiers is defined by the dimension d i of the respective feature type X i assigned to the corresponding node i. The number of output nodes equals the number of successor nodes s i . The classifiers are trained using supervised learning algorithms. The classifiers within the hierarchy can be trained independently, i.e. all classifiers can be trained in parallel.
Within the hierarchy different types of classifiers can be used. Examples of classifiers would be radial basis function networks, linear vector quantisation classifiers [5] or support vector machines [4] . We chose RBF networks as classifiers. They were trained with a three phase learning algorithm [10] .
One way to obtain the classification result is similar to the retrieval process in a decision tree. Starting with the root node the respective feature vector of the object to be classified is presented to the trained classifier. By means of the classification output the next classifier to categorise the data point is determined, i.e. the classifier j * corresponding to the highest output value o(j * ) is chosen such that j * = argmax j=1..si (o(j)). Thus a path through the hierarchy from the root node to an end node is obtained which not only represents the class of the object but also the subsets of classes to which the object most likely belongs. This means that the data point is not presented to all classifiers within the hierarchy and the hierarchical decomposition of the classification problem yields additional intermediate information.
If only intermediate results are of interest it is not necessary to evaluate the complete path. In order to solve a task it might be sufficient to know whether the object to be recognised belongs to a set of classes and the knowledge of the specific category of the object might not add any value. If the task for example is to grasp a cup, it is not necessary to distinguish between red and green cups. Moreover, when looking for a specific object it might in some cases not be necessary to retrieve the final classification result if a decision at a higher level of the hierarchy already excludes this object.
Utilising Dempster-Shafer Evidence Theory for Hierarchy Evaluation
In order to apply Dempster-Shafer theory for the evaluation of the classifier hierarchy it is at first necessary to derive basic probability assignments m j from the outputs of the individual classifiers within the hierarchy. Not all neural classifiers produce output that satisfies the conditions for probability assignments (equation 1). In these cases a transformation of the outputs is necessary. The output of fuzzy k-nearest neighbour classifiers Ξ i (x) fulfils the conditions for basic probability assignments as the class memberships satisfy the conditions
whereas the output of radial basis function networks z i (x) does not necessarily do so. To enforce the fulfillment of the con-
is applied to the classifier output setting all negative values to zero and all values greater than one to one. This is justified insofar as only a negligible number of output values violate this condition. In order to account for ignorance which is represents by low classifier outputs the difference of the sum of the output values to one is assigned to Ω. If the sum of the classifier outputs is equal to or greater than one nothing is assigned to Ω. In this case the output is then normalised to sum up to one. Hence in either case the condition l i=1 m j (i) = 1 is satisfied. These transformations are applied if necessary to the outputs of all classifiers and then the resulting basic probability assignments m j of all classifiers are combined using the orthogonal sum without normalisation (equation 6).
According to the hierarchy structure each classifier provides evidence for the specific subsets of Ω between which the classifier discriminates and for Ω. In case of ignorance strong evidence is assigned to Ω.
Furthermore, a discounting technique is used propagating the classifier responses at higher levels of the hierarchy down. Thus classifier responses along pathes that at a higher level contain a classifier that assigned low responses are weakened strongly whereas pathes below classifiers with strong output are hardly weakened. The discounting is realised by successively multiplying the classifier responses with the classifier output of the respective predecessor node. Hence the root node is not discounted. The discounting accounts for the fact that within the hierarchy there are a not negligible number of classifier that have to provide results for samples belonging to classes they have not been trained with. Hence low classifier responses, as would be desired, cannot be guaranteed in that cases. The discounting thus weakens insular strong responses, which are likely to be caused by a classifier that has been presented a sample of an unknown class. Whereas if only one classifier within a specific path shows a low response but all other classifiers responses are high this leads only to a moderate attenuation. The discounting is applied directly after the transformation of the classifier outputs to basic probability assignments. As a multiplication with the discounting factors d i ∈ [0, 1] decreases the basic probability assignments if d i < 1, their sum is then smaller than one 
Results
The proposed approach was evaluated by means of 10 runs of 10-fold crossvalidation experiments on three different data sets. The data sets used were the Columbia Object Image Library (COIL20) [11] consisting of 20 objects and 72 images per object, the Letter Recognition Image Data [12] comprising 26 letters and the handwritten STATLOG digits data set [13] containing 10 digits. From the images of the COIL20 data set three different features were extracted: orientation histograms utilising sobel edge detection, orientation histograms utilising canny edge detection and wavelet coefficients.
On all three data sets the Dempster-Shafer evaluation method performed better than the simple decision-tree-like evaluation method. The average classification rates of the evidence theoretic approach are always higher than the average classification rates of the decision tree approach. The precise classification Fig. 2 . Classification rates for the three data sets (letters, digits, Coil20) on the test data for the evidence based (DS) and the decision-tree-like (DT) approach. The box plots as well as the error bars indicate that Dempster-Shafer methods performs better than the decision tree method on all three data sets. rates for the different data sets can be found in table 1. Figure 2 visualises these results by means of box plots and error bars. A pairwise t-test based on repeated k-fold cross validation with a variance correction [14] to compensate the highly violated independence assumption, called corrected repeated k-fold cross validation test, implies that the classification results for the evidence theoretic approach are significantly better than the results for the decision-tree-like approach. Table 2 contains the results of the t-test for the different data sets.
Discussion
The evaluation of the classifier hierarchy by means of Dempster-Shafer evidence theory yields improved classification results compared to the simple decisiontree-like evaluation method. With respect to computation time the decision tree approach outperforms the Dempster-Shafer alternative as for the former only part of the classifiers are evaluated and for the latter all classifiers within the hierarchy are used and additional calculations for transforming the classifier outputs and combining the individual classification results are needed.
Thus in time critical realtime applications an efficient approach would be to first use the simple and faster decision-tree-like method to classify the objects in question. If this method does not yield unambiguous results, the more time consuming Dempster-Shafer method should be used. If time is no critical factor, the usage of the evidence based approach is justified and recommended.
When using the evidence theoretic approach instead of the decision tree approach the advantage of the availability of intermediate classification outputs and the resulting savings of computation time do no longer apply as all classifiers within the hierarchy need to be evaluated. However, the Dempster-Shafer approach provides not only the resulting class but also a measure how likely the presented samples belongs to the specific classes.
A major drawback of the decision-tree-like evaluation method is the fact that there is no possibility to later on correct misclassifications that occur at higher levels of the hierarchy. As the evidence based approach considers all classifiers within the hierarchy a misclassification at higher levels of the hierarchy can be compensated for if the decisions made by the classifiers at the lower levels are correct. The evidence theoretic approach can only compensate misclassifications at higher levels of the hierarchy. If the misclassification takes place at a leaf node, this wrong decision cannot be corrected any more. The evidence theoretic approach can also not compensate for misclassifications where the majority of the classifiers supports the wrong decision.
Related Work
As the decomposition of problems into simpler sub-problems features advantages such as effectiveness and efficiency in learning and interpretability modular learning has attracted much interest recently. There are various ways of dividing a problem into less complex sub-problems. One possible way is a partitioning of the output space. In [2] a hierarchical decomposition of a multi-class problem into several two-class problems is performed utilising Fisher discriminant analysis in combination with a deterministic annealing process. The grouping of the classes is based on the class distributions resulting in a binary tree architecture. Simple Bayesian classifiers are used to solve the sub-problems. The approach is applied to the problem of categorising landcover using hyperspectral data. Instead of Bayesian classifiers support vector machines are used in [15] . The approach has been evaluated on several pattern recognition problems. An alternative method for the decomposition of the output space is applied in [1] . A max-cut algorithm is successively applied in order to find those class partitions that have a maximal distance. As classifiers support vector machines are used. Another approach for building a hierarchical binary tree classifier architecture is proposed in [3] where a self-organising map is trained in the kernel space where classification by the deployed support vector machines takes place. On the basis of the trained selforganising map the class grouping is determined by identifying the grouping that maximises the inter-group distance while minimising the intra-group variance. In this architecture no disjoint partitioning of the classes is forced, but overlaps are allowed and are shown to improve the performance.
Dempster-Shafer evidence theory has been applied to classifier fusion in numerous applications. In [16] Dempster-Shafer theory was used for multiple classifier fusion. This approach uses prototype-based classifiers and calculates belief functions from distance measures of different classifiers which are then combined utilising Dempster-Shafer evidence theory. As distance measures the inter-classdistances and intra-class-distances were used. Classification rates, misclassification rates and rejection rates were used to derive basic probability assignments in [17] . Dempster's combination rule is applied to combine the evidences. This approach considers an extra class representing unknown classes or ignorance. In [18] a technique closely related to decision templates [19] is used to calculate degrees of belief. The distances between the classifier outputs for the sample to be classified and the mean classifier outputs calculated on the training samples are transformed into basic probability assignments. The so calculated evidences are then combined using the orthogonal sum. This approach has been varied in [20] by using reference outputs adapted to the training data so that the overall mean square error is minimised instead of simply using the mean classifier outputs. In [21] Demspter-Shafer evidence theory is used to combine the normalised outputs of multiple classifiers and to reject samples in case of highly conflicting information. If at all these approaches only exploit the possibility to allocate evidence to non-atomic hypotheses by assigning masses to atomic hypotheses θ i and to their not necessarily atomic complement θ i or to the frame of discernment Ω. The proposed approach utilises this possibility as the classifier hierarchy naturally provides classification results for sets of hypotheses. Expert knowledge about the domain of application is used in [22] to calculate basic probability assignments not only for atomic hypotheses but also for composite hypotheses. Hence this approach is rather specific and less general than the proposed approach.
Conclusions
The proposed approach of utilising Dempster-Shafer evidence theory for the evaluation of classifier hierarchies has proven functional and shows encouraging results. It yields better classification results than the simple decision-tree-like evaluation strategy, but is more time-consuming. The already good classifications results that are achieved with a simple decision-tree-like evaluation method can be further improved using a more complex evidence based evaluation strategy. The hierarchical class grouping inherent to the classifier hierarchy seems suitable for being utilised within the framework of the Dempster-Shafer evidence theory.
